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Tarrengower Maxi, Maldon: July 26
The Maxi was held for the first time on the Mt Tarrengower
map, Maldon. Derek Morris took the initiative to course set on
the Bendigo OC map; a huge 1:10,000, A2 map. The Maldon
Netball/Football club rooms gave the organisers a great venue
for admin and catering. Late July can be quite cool and this day
was no exception. Fortunately the forest was dry and the 82
competitors who set out soon warmed up. Ben Goonan and
Craig Feuerherdt had a very close finish, both finishing the
entire course of 30 controls, only 8 minutes apart.
Congratulations to Thorlene Egerton for her superb effort,
scoring 1500 points. Bruce Arthur would almost certainly have
finished the course and given Ben and Craig a run for their
money had he not had a late start
Alice and Helen Edmonds were the overall winners in the team
category as well as the open female class. Patrick Jaffe won the
junior male class and Asha Steer was the winning junior
female. A pleasing aspect was the number of first timers who
took part. Competitors enjoyed hot soups, cakes and fruit after
the event, provided by Lauris Stirling and the catering crew.
Thank you to everyone who took part and assisted with the
running of the event.
A big thank you to Derek Morris for the time and effort he put
into the event. The courses were well received and there were
many positive comments.

David Jaffe wrote, “ Many thanks to you Rob and a funny
story…as Patrick and I weren't trying to be competitive I was
determined to get to the control on the top of the Mountain
just to say I’d been there…so as I approached I saw the water
containers but no control…checked the description : second
level…
Now I should say at this point that I don’t like heights…my
Achilles heel…so cursing somewhat I climbed the first stairs,
still no control and now there is dodgy looking ladder that
seems steep and risky to someone like me, the wind is
howling, my spikes make the stairs somewhat awkward and I
eyed the ladder with some trepidation…could I really get all
the way here and not go to the control? I plucked up some
courage and hit the ladder knowing that it would be worse
coming down (mine is a fear of falling)…so up I went and
punched…but couldn’t enjoy the view although it is
stunning, because the wind was howling and I was quaking
in my boots…
Down the ladder was interesting…with my bum bag
bouncing of the steps and my spikes making things feel
worse…
I got down and celebrated with a drink of water!
Well I lived to tell the tale but for me that was the biggest
effort of the day!
**********************
Denise Pike wrote, “Thank you for such a great Maxi
yesterday. I had forgotten how much I enjoy the 3 hour
event. The weather was kind to us and the countryside
stunning.
A wonderful day.
**********************
Results: click link
A number of competitors have put their routes up on DOMA
(http://doma.orienteering.asn.au/users.php).
DOMA also shows distance covered by competitor as well as
the route they teach took on the map.


Craig Feuerherdt (completed whole course.)



Louise Hall



Jim Russell



Andrew Rowan



Bruce Arthur

Yarra Bend MelBushO: August 2
Congratulations go to Geoff and Schon Hudson, Jim Glaspole, Ron Frederick and Mark Baxter for running a very successful
MelBushO at Yarra Bend -Studley Park. Geoff drew up a new map for the event which drew record numbers with well over 170
participants and many newcomers.
MelBushO coordinator, Debbie Dodd wrote, “Another sunny Sunday morning brought another huge crowd of eager orienteers to
Yarra Bend Park in Fairfield. Some may have thought it was more "Mel" than "Bush", especially with the city skyline in full
view; however I've run this map dozens of times over the years and the colour map, line course, and off-track controls provided a
fresh perspective, as I visited places I've never been before. Newcomers were introduced to traditional "bush" features such as
spurs, gullies, depressions, embankments, and vegetation boundaries, proving that you don't need to be too far from the CBD to
"go bush".
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Christmas in July - July 11
A terrific evening was held at the East Ringwood Scout Hall. Lauris Stirling organised the evening with help from Joyce
Rowlands, Schon Hudson and others. The hall was decked out with a Christmas tree, Giant Santa and laid tables. Lauris
spared no expense in preparing a sumptuous, roast dinner and Christmas plum pudding.
Kris Kringle was a time for sharing fun presents people had brought along.

The Geelong Flyer by Phil Giddings
No, it’s not a train. It’s all about the bike. As a teenager
living on a farm about 15km south of Geelong I always
imagined riding a bike all day. I did on a few occasion ride to
Geelong and back and I recall that was a totally exhausting
day on the bike for a teenager. The back road route was
gravel and my single speed, brake hub bike was heavy and
hard work.
Fast forward over 40 years and that old ride became the finale
of something greater than I ever imaged.
One of my great loves other than bush sports is long distance
cycling. That drew me to Audax, the long distance cycling
club. Back before the internet I regularly notice Audax rides
of 600km advertised in the Bicycle Victoria Magazine. No
web site to check and a totally unimaginable ultra cycling
marathon I never enquired. Years later I did start doing 100
and 200km Audax rides. 200km is a great all day ride.
Typically 8 hours on the saddles and 10hr when bake house
stops are included. What other sport includes regular bake
houses stops?
This year I am taking Long distance cycling to the next level
of extreme. The Audax Calendar does include rides up to
1200km. The clubs Peak ride is the Paris Brest Paris 1200km
held once every 4 years and next due in August 2015. My
tickets are booked to be in Paris at that time. (And I finish
writing this on the flight to Paris)
Training for a ride like that means lots of km on the road. I
have done a couple of 600km ride and in late March the
Audax Geelong Flyer was planned. A point to point ride from
Adelaide to Geelong around the coast was tempting. I have
ridden that coast before over 7 days. The Geelong Flyer is
only 3 days. The concept of an Audax ride is to complete the
distance in the defined time. The defined time is based on
riding at 15kph with no stops. So for a 200km ride you have
13hr and 40min to complete the course and you are a winner.
No prizes for being first. Rarely any mention of who finished
first. I like that; a sport I can be a winner at. For rides over
600km the average pace is dropped to 12.5kph for the second
600km.
For the Geelong Flyer starting at 7am Adelaide time on
Saturday morning and we had until 10:30 am Tuesday
Morning Melbourne time to finish to 1000km. My ‘get out of
pain’ plan was to jump on the train home from Warnambool
after about 700km. I had done 600km before so getting the
Warnambool should be in the bag. Laver’s Hill and the Great
Ocean Road hills may be a tough finish.
The cut off time at Robe was 7am and the unwritten rule is
never leave a Checkpoint after the cut off time. Well 15
minutes late was ok to give me time for a good breakfast. Not
a lot a sleep that night.

Flat riding all day from Robe to Warrnambool via Nelson and
some back roads to avoid the busy highway into Mt Gambier.
Winds were mixed and thankfully nothing like as strong as day
1. The riding group was being pushed by one faster rider. I
think I was already paying for my time chasing a group that was
to fast, so I did not take as much time at the front assuming it
was only time before I dropped off the pace. I didn’t, but the
speed did drop back to what I could handle. Sunset as we left
Portland for the Highway ride to Warrnambool. That is still a
busy road at night and the surface is suffering from lots of
heavy traffic. Those bumps do hurt through the saddle after
600km on the road. An early night finishing the 333km by
12:30am.
I flew to Adelaide Friday afternoon aware of one other rider on
my flight. At the front of Adelaide terminal three cyclist
grouped to assemble bikes and ride to Blackwood. Using
GPS navigation on the phone we followed my handlebar
mounter phone through the back streets of Adelaide to the
Adelaide hills then had to ride an uncomfortable busy climb to
Belair National Park camping ground.
Last supper at a pasta restaurant that night with most of the 23
riders there and ready for a 7am start Saturday morning. Fine
weather however 20 to 30km southerly winds predicted.
Through the Adelaide hills early was wind free. As we flatten
out bound for Milang (west of Lake Alexandrina) the wind
started to punish. Fortunately or unfortunately I was with a
group however they were pushing 27 to 30kph into the wind.
25kph was my target maximum to avoid burnout. I took my
turn at the front however by the time we had round Lake
Alexandrina and started heading south from Wellington to
Meningie I dropped off the group and made my own pace alone.
At Meningie the next group arrived as I was leaving. I could
wait another 30 minutes or push on. I pushed on to Salt creek
alone. It is a beautiful part of the world to ride through. Salt
Creek is the next shop, 60 km south into the head wind. I
arrived 15 minutes before the group following me so this time I
will have an extra 15 minutes rest and ride in their group as they
will catch me by Kingston anyway. Riding in a group rotation
into the sunset is one of the great moments of long distance
riding.
About 10 pm in the isolated town of Kingston SE a warm 24hr
petrol station was a bonus even if only basic food is available.
By soon after 1:30 am we arrived in Robe. Our ride organiser
had Pasta dinner and accommodation all planned. Not only is
pasta great energy food it also takes very little chewing to get it
down. That’s important after 360km on the bike.
My plan was to start by 7am on day 3. I was on the road by
7:45 however the cut off time was about 10am so plenty of time
up my sleeve. Warrnambool to Port Campbell had a cyclist
dream tail wind cruising at 25kph plus with no wind in my face
except for a short 3km turn to the north.

Lavers Hill is still the same. Savage when I had 800km in my legs already. Riding at 7kph or walking at 5kph is very little
time difference and a great break from the saddle. Yes I walked a few Km of it as I had expected.
Same again on the Cape Otway climb. An unusual distraction being a koala wondering around the roadside part way up.
Clearly a hand raise Koala as he/she was allowing tourist to pat him/her while they protected him/her from passing cars.
To tied to think to take a photo. Apollo Bay for dinner around Sunset then the Great Ocean Road under Headlights. Ok I
missed the view however the sounds of the surf rising up the gullies as I pass above and the ability to own the road as lights
are visible for miles makes this road an experience to ride at night. Tied or not. By Cumberland River the weather turned.
My headlight were bouncing back at me off the heavy rain drenching me. And I had forgotten to pack my wet boots.
Surprisingly my feet stay warm in my wool sock.
At this stage of a long ride it become necessary set your own pace and take a break when you need to if you need to. The
weather had cleared by Anglesea and I think the wind was coming in from the South West to push me home. It certainly
was not in my face. The road from Bellbrae to Torquay I thought was hillier. I found only one small climb. A surprise
bonus. The rest is flat and I know all the original roads by name as I passed them by. Cruising down the Horse Shoe Bend
Road past my old Family farm with some wind behind and the glow of my Geelong finish in site I thoroughly enjoyed the
final stretch. Maybe not as exhausted as I was 40 years ago riding home from my epic Geelong ride. About 1:30 am I
completed my first 1000km ride in about 65 hours. The Kardinia Park 24hr Café I can highly recommend for a good pub
style meal to celebrate.
My next challenge is 1230km in 90 hours in France. The morning after the Geelong Flyer I did fell I could ride back the
Melbourne but decided to save riding a longer distance for the big one in France 16 August 2015.
Paris Brest Paris 1230 Km in 90 Hours.

Maybe I’ll write about it on the plane home four days after I finish.

Coaching Tip - Orientating the map
Successful orienteers have their map orientated north ALL the time, and are checking this orientation constantly.
Orientating your map to north should become a habit.
To make it easier to relate the map to the ground, the map should be turned around so that it always faces the same way as the
ground it represents. This is called orientating your map.
Place the compass on the map. Turn the map until the magnetic north needle in the compass lines up with the magnetic north
lines on the map; it is now facing the same way as the ground.
When navigating, the map should remain oriented to north all the time.
How often should the orienteer check that the map is oriented? Every time they look at their map! And every time a change
of direction is made, or a new linear feature (such as a track or fence) is crossed. Always check that the map is orientated
north.
If you are running along a linear feature, such as a spur or watercourse, orientate your map and check that it lies in the
direction shown on the map. If not, STOP. If the features marked on the map don’t match the terrain, something is wrong.
Early recognition of an error will save a lot of time and energy.

Coming Events (organised by Nillumbik Emus)
Date

Venue

Organisers

MelbushO

23/08/2015 Eltham Lower Park Ian & Lauris Stirling, John & Leone Carberry

Saturday Series

29/08/2015 Diamond Creek

Rob Edmonds

Wednesday Series

30/09/2015 Mullum Mullum

Ian & Lauris Stirling

Saturday Series

10/10/2015 Koonung Heights

Ron Frederick

Also, (organised by Nillumbik Emus) Mountain Bike Score event on Saturday November 6, at the
You Yangs - Part of the MTBO Australian Champs Carnival: online Entries are now open.

Dr Blake’s image is hyperlinked to
the Carnival page. Let the mystery
begin.
Entries are now open
Entries close August 31
2015 Australian Spring Orienteering Carnival – Doctor Blake’s Mystery Tour Ballarat
Excitement is building for the Carnival to be held in Victoria over two weeks from late September.
The carnival starts on Saturday 26 September 2015 and runs until Sunday 4 October 2015
 An action packed 9-day feast of championship and social orienteering featuring the best of Ballarat’s forests.
 Four bush championship events over two weekends in complex runnable forests close to Ballarat.
 Plus a delicious serving of urban orienteering in the gracious leafy environs of old Ballarat.
 Australian Schools sprint, individual and relays – support your juniors, then have a crack in the public races.
 World Series StreetO Challenge and Dr Blake Tribute Dinner.
 String courses for the kids.
 All events close to Ballarat (40 minutes maximum, most within 20 minutes).

Nillumbik Emus is organising the Australian Relays on our newly remapped Borhoney Ghurk
map approx 40 km SE of Ballarat (near Meredith).

